
Fill in the gaps

Gimme The Base (DJ) by Carlos Jean & M-AND-Y

We just  (1)__________  dance

Wanna dance all night

Till we lose control

Till the sun is up

Gotta drop it to the floor

So gimme the base, DJ

You should to know

That I  (2)__________  run the streets

Looking for the reason

That make you believe in love, in love

In attraction, in attraction

Let's go!

Babe I know you wanna shhh with me

Maybe is the  (3)______________  (so just)..

Tell me what's  (4)________  fantasy

Tell me whatcha waitin' for

Don't you know you drive me crazy?

Come get closer gimme more

Yeah I know that you've been chasing

You turn me on

You turn me on

Is the way you  (5)__________  me baby..

We just wanna dance

Wanna  (6)__________  all night

Till we  (7)________  control, till the sun is up

Gotta  (8)________  it to the floor

So gimme the base, DJ

We  (9)________  wanna dance

Wanna dance all night

Till we lose control, till the sun is up

Gotta drop it to the floor

So gimme the base, DJ

Listen to the spirit of the ElectricNana

Bringing some beats it is my Ferrara

Sweet guitar sound

From the south playing is my friend

You should to know

That I could run the streets

Looking for the reason

That make you believe in love

Fire  (10)________  fire (in love)

Fire fire in your hands

In attraction, in attraction

You should to know

That I  (11)__________  run the streets

Looking for the reason

That make you believe in love, in love

In attraction, in attraction

We just  (12)__________  dance

Wanna  (13)__________  all night

Till we lose control,  (14)________  the sun is up

Gotta drop it to the floor

So gimme the base, DJ

We  (15)________  wanna dance

Wanna dance all night

Till we  (16)________  control, till the sun is up

Gotta drop it to the floor

So  (17)__________  the base, DJ

I don't understand the reason

Why you're so afraid babe

When you touch my hand you turn me on

I'm like a flame

I'm fire, fire, fire, fire, fire in your hands

I don't  (18)____________________  the reason

Why you're so afraid babe

When you touch my  (19)________  you turn me on

I'm  (20)________  a flame

I'm fire, fire, fire, fire, fire in your hands

DJ
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. wanna

2. could

3. destiny

4. your

5. touch

6. dance

7. lose

8. drop

9. just

10. fire

11. could

12. wanna

13. dance

14. till

15. just

16. lose

17. gimme

18. understand

19. hand

20. like
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